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OBEDIENCE AND FAITH                    2 Timothy 3:10-17 

 

1. Obedience is an easy concept to understand but a difficult one 
to live because of our SIN nature.  This is especially true when 
obedience is inconvenient. 
 

2. There were three driving forces in Paul’s life:  to know Christ as 
fully as possible, to DEFEND Christ and his scriptures as true and 
to minister to others by teaching Christ’s gospel. 
 

3. While Dietrich Bonhoeffer was imprisoned he led other 
prisoners in prayer and in singing hymns and taught them the 
gospel.  He said, “One act of obedience is better than one 
hundred SERMONS.” 
 

4.  Unless there is REVIVAL in a society, a turning back to God, 
that society will become more corrupt over time to the point of 
failure and collapse under the weight of its own sin.    
 

5. Mrs. Gowans said, “I would rather have Walter go out to the 
Sudan and DIE there, all alone, than have him home today, 
disobeying his Lord.”  She understood that it is better to be 
obedient to Christ and die as a faithful servant than to be 
disobedient and live in safety. 
 

6. My beloved, if to some extent you are not experiencing 
persecution and hatred from the world, if you are not despised by 
those who HATE Christianity, you may very well question whether 
or not you are modeling Christ.  
 

7. “But concerning that day and hour no one knows, not even the 
angels of heaven, nor the Son, but the Father only.  For as were 
the days of NOAH, so will be the coming of the Son of Man.”  
Matthew 24:36-37   

8. “Train up a child in the way he should go; even when he is OLD 
he will not depart from it.”  Proverbs 22:6  
 

9. Other religions have multiple books and they have books to 
EXPLAIN their books, but Christianity has one Book that contains 
the inspired words of God.  We are to test everything in life by the 
Bible alone.   

10. William A Ward said, “The mediocre teacher tells.  The good 
teacher explains.  The superior teacher demonstrates.  The great 
teacher INSPIRES.” 
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